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This 60-miniute CD, recorded by native speakers of Chinese, is an invaluable component of

Tâ€™ung and Pollardâ€™s Colloquial Chinese course. While reinforcing material from the book, the

CD also contains a variety of additional exercises, including role-playing, and a useful guide to

pronunciation.   Course components: The complete course comprises the book and audio materials.

These are available to purchase separately in paperback, ebook, CD and MP3 format. The

paperback and CD can also be purchased together in the great-value Colloquials pack.  Paperback:

978-0-415-01860-9 (please note this does not include the audio) CD: 978-0-415-52341-7 eBook:

978-0-203-09731-1 (please note this does not include the audio, available to purchase separately

from http://ebookstore.tandf.co.uk/audio_viewbooks.aspx) MP3s: 978-0-415-63260-7 (available to

purchase separately from http://www.ebookstore.tandf.co.uk/html/) Pack: 978-0-415-52485-8

(paperback and CDs)
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This is a strong course for the motivated learner keen to get a solid grounding in the basics of

Mandarin Chinese grammar and vocabulary in order to continue their studies at a higher level.

Someone who is more interested in quickly learning situational language and useful phrases for

travelling or for business would be better served by a different course more focused on their

particular needs since the vocabulary given in this one is quite general.There's another book with

the same title and publisher, but by a different author (K Qian). That book is simpler and more



suitable for the casual learner wanting to learn Chinese for travelling, but it doesn't reach as high a

level of Chinese as this one. But then again, neither is it as hard going!Back to this one: there are no

Chinese characters in the book. To learn these, it would be useful to buy the companion chinese

character version of the book, which gives all the texts and grammatical pattern sentences, but not

the grammar explanations, in Chinese characters and teaches you how to write the 700 plus

characters introduced. That's available only directly from the authors I think. Unfortunately, there

aren't any cassette tapes currently available for this book so it's not really suitable for someone

learning completely by themselves unless they already have a good knowledge of Mandarin

Chinese pronunciation. Nor are the answers to the exercises given. So it's more suitable to use with

a tutor or as supplementary reading for someone attending a chinese class.I have two quibbles with

the book. Firstly, the grammar explanations are a bit dryly written so they are not always easy to

understand. Secondly, the lengths of the chapters vary too much.
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